
On radiative orretions for unpolarized eletron proton elastisatteringEgle Tomasi-GustafssonDAPNIA/SPhN, CEA/Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Frane(Dated: Otober 10, 2006)AbstratA statistial analysis of the elasti unpolarized eletron proton sattering data shows that, atlarge momentum transfer, the size and the � dependene of the radiative orretions, as traditionallyalulated and applied, may indue large orrelations of the parameters of the Rosenbluth �t, whihprevent a orret extration of the eletri proton form fator. Using the eletron QED struture(radiation) funtion approah the ross setion of elasti eletron-proton sattering in leading andnext-to leading approximations is alulated and expressed as a orretion to the Born ross setion,whih is di�erent for the eletri and the magneti ontribution. When properly applied to thedata, it may give the solution to the problem of the disrepany of the polarized and unpolarizedresults on eletron proton sattering.PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTIONThe experimental determination of the elasti proton eletromagneti form fators (FFs)at large momentum transfer is presently of large interest, due to the availability of eletronbeams in the GeV range with high intensity and high polarization, large aeptane spe-trometers, hadron polarized targets, and hadron polarimeters. The possibility of extendingthe measurements of suh fundamental quantities, whih ontain dynamial information onthe nuleon struture, has inspired experimental programs at JLab, Frasati and at futuremahines, suh as GSI, both in the spae-like and in the time-like regions.The traditional way to measure proton eletromagneti FFs onsists in the determinationof the � dependene of the redued elasti di�erential ross setion, whih may be written,assuming that the interation ours through the exhange of one-photon, as [1℄:�Bornred (�; Q2) = �(1 + �) �1 + 2Em sin2(�=2)� 4E2 sin4(�=2)�2 os2(�=2) d�d
 = �G2M(Q2) + �G2E(Q2); (1)� = [1 + 2(1 + �) tan2(�=2)℄�1;where � = 1=137, � = Q2=(4m2), Q2 is the momentum transfer squared, m is the protonmass, E and � are the inident eletron energy and the sattering angle of the outgoingeletron, respetively, and GM(Q2) and GE(Q2) are the magneti and the eletri protonFFs and are funtions of Q2, only. Measurements of the elasti di�erential ross setion atdi�erent angles for a �xed value of Q2 allow GE(Q2) and GM(Q2) to be determined as theslope and the interept, respetively, from the linear � dependene (1).High preision data on the ratio of the eletri to magneti proton FFs at large Q2have been reently obtained [2℄ through the polarization transfer method [3℄. Suh datarevealed a surprising trend, whih deviates from the expeted saling behavior previouslyobtained through the measurement of the elasti ep ross setion aording the Rosenbluthseparation method [4℄. New preise measurements of the unpolarized elasti ep ross setion[5℄ and re-analysis of the old data [6, 7℄ on�rm that the behaviour of the measured ratioR(Q2) = �GE(Q2)=GM(Q2) (� = 2:79 is the magneti moment of the proton) is di�erentdepending on the method used:� Saling behavior for unpolarized ross setion measurements: R(Q2) ' 1; GM(Q2)has been extrated up to Q2 ' 31 GeV2 [8℄ and is often approximated, for pratialpurposes, aording to a dipole form: GD(Q2) = (1 +Q2=0:71 GeV2)�2;2



� a strong monotonial derease from polarization transfer measurements.R(Q2) = 1� (0:130� 0:005)fQ2 [GeV2℄� (0:04� 0:09)g: (2)The ratio deviates from unity as Q2 inreases, reahing a value of ' 0.35 at Q2 = 5 GeV2[2℄.This puzzle has given rise to many speulations and di�erent interpretations [9{11℄, sug-gesting further experiments. In partiular, it has been suggested that the presene of 2exhange ould solve this disrepany through its interferene with the main mehanism (1exhange). In a previous paper [12℄ it was shown that the present data do not give anyevidene of the presene of the 2 mehanism, in the limit of the experimental errors. Themain reason is that, if one takes into aount C-invariane and rossing symmetry, the 2mehanism introdues a very spei� non linear � dependene of the redued ross setion[13{15℄, whereas the data do not show any deviation from linearity.Before analyzing the data in a di�erent perspetive, we stress the following points:� No experimental bias has been found in both types of measurements, the experimentalobservables being the di�erential ross setion on the one hand, and the polarizationof the outgoing proton in the sattering plane (more preisely the ratio between thelongitudinal and the transverse polarization), on the other hand.� The disrepany is not at the level of these observables: it has been shown thatonstraining the ratio R from polarization measurements and extrating GM(Q2) fromthe measured ross setion "the magneti FF is systematially 1.5-3% larger than hadbeen extrated in previous analysis" , inside the error bars [16℄.� The inonsisteny arises at the level of the slope of the � dependene of the reduedross setion, whih is diretly related to GE(Q2), i.e. the derivative of the di�erentialross setion, with respet to �. The di�erene of suh slope, derived from the twomethods above, appears partiularly in the latest preise data [5℄. One should notethat the disrepany appears in the ratio R, whereas GM(Q2) dereases more thanone order of magnitude from Q2=1 to 5 GeV2.Radiative orretions to the unpolarized ross setion an reah 30-40% at large Q2.RC are alulated as a global fator whih is applied to the number of deteted elasti3



events, �meas. As a rule, they depend on the kinematial variables, as � and Q2. They aretraditionally applied to the unpolarized di�erential ross setion, following a presriptionwhih inludes only leading order ontributions [17, 26℄:Æ ' �2�� (ln �EE "ln � q2m2!� 1#+ 34 ln � q2m2!+ f(�)) (3)where f(�) is funtion only of the sattering angle �.As noted in the original papers [17, 26℄, when �E ! 0, �meas beomes negatively in�nite,whereas physial arguments require that it should vanish. The authors stated already thatthis problem would be overome taking into aount higher order radiative orretions.In reent experiments E is large and the experimental resolution is very good (allowingto redue �E). Moreover, multiple photon emission from the initial eletron, shifts themomentum transferred to the proton to lower values, inreasing the ross setion. ThereforeÆ beomes sizeable and one an not safely neglet higher order orretions.A omplete alulation of radiative orretions should take into aount onsistently alldi�erent terms whih ontribute at all orders (inluding the two photon exhange ontribu-tion) and their interferene.However, several approximations are made, whih may not be safely extrapolated tothe onditions of the present esperiments. In partiular in the alulation of Ref. [17℄, theonsideration of hard ollinear photon emission (where the radiative photon is emitted alongthe diretion of the inident or outgoing eletron) is not omplete. Moreover higher orderRC, pair prodution as well as vauum polarization are not inluded.We alulate here the ross setion of elasti eletron-proton sattering in leading andnext-to leading approximation using the eletron QED struture (radiation) funtion ap-proah, whih takes into aount any number of real and virtual photons, emitted in ollinearkinematis, at all orders in QED. This approah was previously applied to unpolarized e+e�sattering [18℄, to deep inelasti sattering [19℄ and, more reently, to polarization observ-ables in ep elasti sattering [20, 21℄. It was found that the orretion is lower than 1% topolarization observables, as expeted. However, the e�et on the polarized ross setion wasnot investigated, and, in partiular the e�et on the slope of the redued ross setion as afuntion of �, whih is the relevant quantity here.The purpose of this paper is to re-analyze the unpolarized data, with partiular attentionto the applied RC. 4



The paper is organized as follows. In Setion II we show that a large orrelation existsbetween the two parameters extrated from the Rosenbluth �t at large Q2 and analyze theexisting data in this respet. A probable soure of these orrelations being found in thestandard proedure taken for RC, we alulate RC for the ross setion of elasti eletron-proton sattering in frame of the struture funtions (SF) approah (Setion III). In SetionIV numerial results are presented, whih show that the orretion to the measured rosssetion is di�erent for the eletri and the magneti ontribution, and therefore a�ets theslope of the redued ross setion and, in partiular, the extration of GE(Q2).II. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT DATAThe starting point of this work is the observation of a orrelation, whih appears in thepublished FFs data extrated with the Rosenbluth method: the larger is G2E, the smallerG2M . The dependene of G2E=G2D versus G2M=�2G2D is shown in Fig. 1a for three reent datasets, at Q2 � 2 GeV2[5, 6, 22℄. In Fig. 1b two data sets at low Q2 (Q2 � 2 GeV2) areshown [23, 24℄. Whereas at low Q2, G2E=G2D seems onstant and quite independent fromG2M=�2G2D, at large Q2 an evident orrelation appears. This is espeially visible in the mostreent and preise experiment, at large Q2 [5℄, where a linear �t of the ratio R(Q2) as afuntion of Q2 gives:R(Q2) = (0:13� 0:11)fQ2 [GeV2℄ + (0:57� 0:32)g: (4)where Q2 is expressed in GeV2.Polarization data also showed a linearity of the ratio R, with the same slope (in absolutevalue), Eq. (2), but with opposite sign. In this ase, the ratio is measured diretly, whereasaording to the Rosenbluth method one extrats two (independent) parameters from alinear �t. A orrelation between the two parameters ould be indued by the proedureitself or ould be a physial e�et and have a dynamial origin. In the latter ase, it shouldnot depend on the experiment.It is known that at large Q2 the ontribution of the eletri term to the ross setionbeomes very small, as the magneti part is ampli�ed by the kinematial fator � . This isillustrated in Fig. 2, where the ratio of the eletri part, FE = �G2E(Q2), to the redued rosssetion is shown as a funtion of Q2. The di�erent urves orrespond to di�erent values of5



FIG. 1: Dependene of G2E=G2D versus G2M=�2G2D: (a) for Q2 � 2 GeV2 from Refs. [5℄ (triangles),[6℄ (stars) and [22℄ (squares); (b) for Q2 � 2 GeV2 from Refs. [23℄ (irles), and [24℄ (squares).�, assuming FFs saling (thin lines) or in the hypothesis of the linear dependene of Eq. (2)(thik lines). In the seond ase, one an see that, for example, for � = 0:2 the eletri ontri-bution beomes lower than 3% starting from 2 GeV2. This number should be ompared withthe absolute unertainty of the ross setion measurement. When this ontribution is largeror is of the same order, the sensitivity of the measurement to the eletri term is lost and theextration of GE(Q2) beomes meaningless. Sine the �rst measurements [25℄, eletromag-neti probes have been traditionally preferred to hadroni beams, as the eletromagnetiinteration is exatly alulable in QED, and one an safely extrat the information fromthe hadroni vertex. However, one has to introdue the radiative orretions, whih beomevery large as the momentum transfer squared, Q2, inreases. Radiative orretions were�rst alulated by Shwinger [26℄ and are important for the disussion of the experimentaldetermination of the di�erential ross setion.The measured elasti ross setion is orreted by a global fator CR, aording to thepresription [17℄: �Bornred = CR�measred : (5)6



FIG. 2: Contribution of the GE(Q2) dependent term to the redued ross setion (in perent) for� = 0:2 (solid line), � = 0:5 (dashed line), � = 0:8 (dash-dotted line), in the hypothesis of FF saling(thin lines) or following Eq. (2) (thik lines).The fator CR ontains a large � dependene and a smooth Q2 dependene, and it is ommonto the eletri and magneti parts. At the largest Q2 onsidered here this fator an reah30-40%, getting larger when the resolution is higher. If one made a linear approximation forthe unorreted data, one might even �nd a negative slope starting from Q2 � 3 GeV2 [12℄.In Fig. 3 we show the CR dependene on � for di�erent Q2 and from di�erent sets ofdata. One an see that CR inreases with �, rising very fast as �! 1. It may be di�erent indi�erent experiments beause its alulation requires an integration over the experimentalaeptane.The Rosenbluth separation onsists of a linear �t to the redued ross setion at �xed Q2,where the two parameters are G2E and G2M . The multipliation by a fator whih is ommon7



FIG. 3: Radiative orretion fator applied to the data at Q2=3 GeV2 (squares) from Ref. [22℄, atQ2=4 GeV2 (triangles) and 5 GeV2 (reversed triangles) from Ref. [4℄, and at Q2=0.32 GeV2 fromRef. [24℄ (irles). The lines are drawn to guide the eye.to the eletri and magneti terms, see Eqs. (1,5), and depends strongly on �, indues aorrelation between these two parameters. In order to determine quantitatively how largethis orrelation is, we have built the error matrix for the Rosenbluth �ts to the di�erent setsof data available in the literature.At �xedQ2 the redued ross setion, normalized toG2D, has been parametrized by a linear� dependene: �Bornred =G2D = a� + b. The two parameters, a and b, have been determined for8



eah set of data as well as their errors �a, �b and the ovariane, ov(a; b). The orrelationoeÆient � is de�ned as � = ov(a; b)=�a�b and is shown in Fig. 4 as a funtion of theaverage of the radiative orretion fator < CR >, weighted over �.As the radiative orretions beome larger, the orrelation between the two parametersalso beomes larger, reahing values near its maximum (in absolute value). Full orrelationmeans that the two parameters are related through a onstraint, i.e. it is possible to �nd aone-parameter desription of the data. The data shown in Fig. 4 orrespond to those sets ofexperiments where the neessary information on the radiative orretions is available. Theorrelation oeÆient itself an be alulated for a larger number of data and it is reportedin Table I.
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Q2 [GeV℄ � Ref. Q2 [GeV℄ � Ref.2.6400 -0.8823 [5℄ 0.2717 -0.7258 [24℄3.2000 -0.8973 0.2911 -0.78184.1000 -0.9060 0.3105 -0.70851.7500 -0.8693 [4℄ 0.3493 -0.76832.5000 -0.9141 0.3881 -0.74173.2500 -0.9242 0.4269 -0.70934.0000 -0.9178 0.4657 -0.73815.0000 -0.8940 0.5045 -0.81261.0000 -0.9918 [22℄ 0.5433 -0.76462.0030 -0.9915 0.5821 -0.80762.4970 -0.9910 0.6209 -0.80613.0070 -0.9878 0.6598 -0.81370.1552 -0.6761 [24℄ 0.6986 -0.87130.1785 -0.6788 0.7374 -0.81450.1940 -0.6915 0.7762 -0.85120.2329 -0.7177 0.8538 -0.7612TABLE I: Correlation oeÆient � = ov(a; b)=�a�b for di�erent sets of data.
At low Q2 a orrelation still exists, but it is smaller. For the data from Ref. [24℄ theradiative orretions are of the order of 15%, seldom exeed 25% and orrespond to � < 0:8.This allows a safer extration of the FFs.Fig. 4 shows that, for eah Q2, the extration of FFs by a two parameter �t may bebiased by the � dependene indued by the radiative orretions. Whatever the preisionof the individual measurements is, the slope of the redued ross setion is not sensitive toGE(Q2) at large Q2. The Q2 dependene is therefore driven by GM(Q2), whih follows adipole form. For eah Q2 a nonzero value of the ratio R will lead to an apparent dipoledependene of GE(Q2). Therefore experiments based on this method, will always give aQ2 dependene of GE(Q2) whih is driven by GM(Q2), i.e. follow approximately a dipolebehavior. 10



FIG. 4: Correlation oeÆient, �, as a funtion of the radiative orretion fator < CR >, averagedover �, for di�erent sets of data: from Ref. [24℄ (irles), from Ref. [4℄ (triangles) and from Ref.[22℄ (squares).III. CALCULATION OF RADIATIVE CORRECTIONSIt is known [19℄ that the proess of emission of hard photons by initial and satteredeletrons plays a ruial role, whih results in the presene of the radiative tail in the11



distribution on the sattered eletron energy. We give here a simpli�ed example of howa di�erent alulation of radiative orretions an a�et the eletri and magneti part ofthe unpolarized ross setion, and hange, in partiular, its � dependene. The main pointof interest here is to show the very sharp dependene of the initial state emission on theinelasti tail of the sattered eletron energy spetrum. A more extended version of thisalulation and its appliation to polarization observables, inluding two photon exhange,is given elsewhere [28℄.The aim of this paper is to drive the attention to the sensitivity of the eletri FF to theproedure used for its extration from the data, and to fous the attention on how radiativeorretions are applied on the unpolarized ross setion.The struture funtions (SF) approah extends the traditional one [17℄, taking preiselyinto aount the ontributions of higher orders of perturbation theory and the role of initialstate photon emission. The ross setion is expressed in terms of SF of the initial eletron andof the fragmentation funtion of the sattered eletron energy fration. Experimentally thedetetion of the sattered eletron does not allow to separate the ollinear photon emission.Therefore, one integrates in a range of the sattered eletron energy. This is equivalent toset the fragmentation funtion to unity, due the well known properties of this formalism[19℄.It is known that initial state photon emission is more important than �nal state photonemission, due to the e�et of dereasing Q2. Proton emission (real and virtual) is essentiallysmaller than the eletron ones, and an be inluded as a general normalization. Vauumpolarization, whih has been often negleted in previous analysis, here is taken into aount.The four momentum transfer squared an be written as:Q2 = 2E2(1� os �)� ;where � is the reoil fator: � = 1 + EM (1� os �):In an experiment, the seletion of elasti sattering requires the integration of the events inthe elasti peak, and the rejetion of inelasti events. We parametrize the ut on the energyof the �nal eletron E 0, seleting events with E 0 > =�, where  is the 'inelastiity' ut,  < 1(for the present numerial appliation we hoose  = 0:97).12



Due to the properties of SF method, radiative orretions an be written in form of initialand �nal state emission, although gauge invariane is onserved. This form obeys the Lee-Nauenberg-Kinoshita theorem, about the anellation of mass singularities, when integratingon the the �nal energy fration. This results in omitting the �nal (fragmentation) SF, i.e.,in replaing the struture funtion assoiated with the �nal eletron emission by unity.Therefore, the di�erential ross setion, alulated in frame of the SF method, d�SFd
 , anbe written as [27℄:d�SFd
 = �2 os2(�=2)4E2 sin4(�=2) Z 1z0 dzD(z) �(z)[1� �(Q2z)℄2 �1 + ��K� : (6)where K is an �-independent quantity of the order of unity, whih inludes all the non-leadingterms, as two photon exhange and soft photon emission. More preisely the interferenebetween the two virtual photon exhange amplitude and the Born amplitude and the relevantpart of the soft photon emission i.e., the interferene between the eletron and proton softphoton emission, are inluded in the term K. This e�et is not enhaned by large logarithm(harteristi of SF) and an be inluded in non-leading ontributions. The fator 1 + ��Kan be onsidered as a general normalization. It is alulated in detail in Ref. [28℄.Here we fouss on the �-dependene of the di�erential ross setion. The SF alulation,Eq. (1), an be expressed in the form of a orretion the Born redued ross setion (weomit RC of higher order): �SFred = �Bornred (1 + �SF ) (7)with �SF = �� (23(L� 53)� 12(L� 1) "2 ln� 11� z0�� z0 � z202 #+12�(1 + �)(L� 1) Z 1z0 (1 + z2)dz1� z " �(z)[1� �(z)℄2 � �(1)[1� �(1℄)2#) ; L = ln Q2m2e ; (8)me is the eletron mass. The struture (radiation) funtion D(z) isD(z) = �2 �(1 + 38�)(1� z)�2�1 � 12(1 + z)�+O(�2); � = 2�� "ln Q2m2e � 1# : (9)The lower limit of integration, z0, is related to the 'inelastiity' ut, , neessary to seletthe elasti data: z0 = �� (�� 1) ; (10)13



The transfer momentum and reoil fator of the sattered eletron after the ollinear photonemission are, respetively, Qz and �z:Q2z = 2E2z2(1� os �)=�z; �z = 1 + z EM (1� os �): (11)The kinematially orreted Born ross setion for the sattered eletron, �(z), is:�(z) = 1�zz2�z(1 + �z)�red(z); �red(z) = �zG2M(Q2z) + �zG2E(Q2z): (12)with �z = Q2z4M2 ; 1�z = 1 + 2(1 + �z) tan2(�=2): (13)The vauum polarization for a virtual photon with momentum q, q2 = �Q2 < 0, is inludedas a fator 1=[1� �(Q2)℄. The main ontribution to this term arises from the polarizationof eletron-positron vauum: �(Q2) = �3� �L� 53� : (14)The alulation requires a spei� proedure for the integration of the SF D(z), whihhas a singularity at the upper limit of integration, Eq. (6).The dependene of SF redued ross setion, Eqs. (7-14), on � is shown in Figs. 5a,b,,for di�erent values of Q2=1, 3, 5 GeV2, (solid lines). For omparison, the orrespondingBorn redued ross setion assuming also FFs parametrized in dipole form is shown as adashed line, and the Born ross setion, with FFs parametrized aording to polarizationmeasurements, (Eq. (2) as a dash-dotted line.One an see that SF orretions a�et the � dependene of the ross setion. Suh e�etis more important as Q2 inreases and for large � values. The relative di�erene of the SFredued ross setion with respet to the Born redued ross setion (both assuming dipoleFFs), j�SF j, is shown in Fig. 5d. For large values of �, the alulated redued ross setionan di�er from the Born one by more than 7%, for  = 0:97. As both alulations assumedipole FFs, the soure of the di�erene has to be attributed to how radiative orretions arealulated and applied.Let us stress that the main e�et of this orretion is to modify and lower the slope ofthe redued ross setion. This e�et brings into qualitative and quantitative agreementFFs data issued from polarized and unpolarized measurements, as one an see from theomparison of the solid and dash-dotted lines in Figs. 5a,b,.14



FIG. 5: Redued ross setion for ep elasti sattering as a funtion of �, for  = 0:97 at Q2=1GeV2 (a), 3 GeV2 (b), and 5 GeV2 (b). The SF ross setion, Eq. 7, (solid line) and the Bornross setion, Eq. 1, (dashed line) are shown for dipole parametrization of FFs. The absolutevalue ofthe orretion, j�SF j, is shown in (d) for Q2=1 GeV2 (solid line), 3 GeV2 (dotted line),and 5 GeV2 (dash-dotted line). For omparison, the alulation of the Born ross setion with FFsparametrized aording to [16℄ is shown as dash-dotted lines, in (a), (b) and ().Of ourse, the onrete value of the slope depends on the inelastiity ut. Taking 0:95 � � 0:97, the slope given by the SF alulation is in omplete agreement with the slopesuggested by the polarization measurements.
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IV. CONCLUSIONSWe reanalyzed the Rosenbluth data with partiular attention to the radiative orretionsapplied to the measured ross setion, and we showed from the (published) data themselvesthat at large Q2 statistial orrelations between the parameters of the Rosenbluth plotbeome so large that GE(Q2) an not be safely extrated. The method itself is biased atlarge momentum transfer beause RC are applied as a global fator, whih is the same forthe eletri and the magneti ontribution. Suh fator ontains a large �-dependene, whihindues a strong orrelation in the parameters of the linear � �t.Calulations of RC in frame of the SF method, whih takes into aount higher order ofperturbation theory, show that RC from ollinear hard photon emission a�et the elasti epross setion, in partiular its � dependene. Similarly to the standard RC, they depend onthe eletron sattering angle and on the kinematial seletion for the elasti events. On theopposite, they at di�erently on the eletri and magneti term of the ross setion, hangingthe slope of the redued ross setion whih is related to the eletri FF. When applied to thepolarized ross setion, it has been shown that their e�et is small on the relevant observables[20, 21℄. Therefore it is suggested here that suh orretions, when properly applied to theexperimental data, an bring into agreement the results on the proton FFs issued fromunpolarized and polarized measurements. Moreover these orretions a�et very little thelinearity of the Rosenbluth �t, ontrary to what is expeted from two photon exhange [13℄.A omplete alulation should take into aount onsistently all di�erent terms whih on-tribute at all orders (inluding the two photon exhange ontribution) and their interferene[28℄.We on�rm the onlusion of a previous paper [3℄ whih �rst suggested the polarizationmethod for the determination of GE(Q2), due to the inreased sensitivity of the ross setionto the magneti term at large Q2: 'Thus, there exist a number of polarization experimentswhih are more e�etive for determining the proton harge FF than is the measurement ofthe di�erential ross setion for unpolarized partiles'.
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